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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Acquisition by children of the skills

leading to comprehension

and use of plural markers in English is only partly understood at
present.

Some studies have looked at comprehension and they indicate

children do comprehend plural markers in a developmental sequence
(Anisfeld,

1967; Carrow,

of plural markers

1968).

Some studies have looked at production

to see ho w children generate plurals (Berko,

Anisfeld,

1967; Menjuk,

abilities

in producing the speech-sounds necessary for the utterance of

plurals (Templin,

1957;

1969).

1958;

Snow,

Some have investigated children's

1963).

Still others have looked at

several or all of the above aspects of pluralizing skills-

No studies

are available which investigate systematically these aspects of plural
izing

skills across the ages w h e n children are developing these skills.

The present study was proposed to help fill this important gap in our
knowledge.

P luralizing of Regular English Nouns
The ability

to understand and use plurals correctly has been felt

to be dependent on at least,
ing of plurals

the following;

(and leaving singles unmarked)

(1) understanding that m a r k 
is a rule of the language,

(2) understanding of the phonological rules indicating proper choice of
plural allomorph,

(3) ability to make the sounds necessary to produce

the several plural allomorphs.

1
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2
N umber

(singular and plural)

is that form of a word which indi

cates whet h e r we are speaking of one or mor e than one thing.

The correct

choice of plural allomorph for regular English nouns is determined by the
final phoneme of the singular form of the noun,
plural m o r p h is phonologically conditioned.
are available:

(House and Harmen,

Regular Plural Allomorph

i.e.,

the choice of

Three regular allomorphs

1950)

Final Phoneme

Examples

/-az/

Stridents
g", (^ /

buses, noses,
packages, lashes
garages, churches

/- s/

V d c e l e s s nonstrident
consonants
/p,t,k,f,

/ s ,z , y , g' ,

cups, hats, cakes
paths, cuffs

e/
Voiced nonstrident
consonants and vowels
/b,d,g,v,g\m,n,g,r,l,
y .w/

1-7.1

ribs, beds,
caves, etc.

legs,

(Appendix A - key to graphic system)

Studies of Receptive and Productive Competence for Plurals
Ho w does a child learn to generate the above regular plurals?
It has b een suggested that a child hears patterns of regularities in,the
adult speech to w h i c h he is exposed and induces rules to account for
these regularities.

The child uses these generalized rules until addi

tional information causes h i m to revise anew.

The additional informa

tion could be exposure to ne w vocabulary, more experience with irregular
sequences,

or corrections by parents.

Presumably a child will modify

his rules repeatedly to incorporate new data and eventually,

as time

progresses, perfect his grammar until it is close to the adult form
(Brown and Fraser,

1963; Chomsky,

1965).

For example,

it appears that
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the /-s/ and /-z/ allomorphs are used more consistently earlier in child
hood

than the /@z/ allomorph

(Berko,

1958; Anisfeld,

1967).

This may

occur since the /-az/ plural marker is used less often than the /- s/ or
/-z/ markers and is therefore,

heard less by children.

Generally later

learning of the /-9z/ allomorph might also occur due to some confusion on
the child's part since the /-9z/ plural ma r k e r is a strident fricative,
is used after words ending wit h a strident fricative and the child may
feel the wor d is already pluralized.
It has also been suggested that in language development,

chil

dren may rely on or have rules that are not present in adult grammar.
Wit h regard to plurality,

some investigators have suggested that a

numeral preceding a noun m a y be construed by the young child as a suffi
cient marker of plurality,
and "three car."

resulting in such constructions as "two horse"

Anisfeld's

(1967) study which focused on the nature of

children's pluralizing rules found that indeed children do use numerals
to m a r k plurality.

He concluded,

however,

that his six-year-old chil

dren did not seem to consider numbers equal in status to the standard
marker, but,

rather as substitutes to fall back on w h e n the proper

ma r k e r was not known.

Men y u k

dren's use of plurals.

(1969) noted other irregularities in chil

Me n y u k categorized these as redundancies, ommis-

sions and substitutions.
redundancy - - - -There's furnitures,
ommission
-- - - -He's next to a few stone,
substitution - - -I took bathez.
Carrow

(1968) investigated the development of auditory compre

hension of language structure of children from three to eight years of
age.

She found plural/singular contrasts ma r k e d by inflection of nouns

w e r e comprehended by age five, although w h e n the singular was given as
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a stimulus word,
A nisfel d's
six-year-olds,

60 percent of the four-year-old children passed,

(1967) study of pluralization rules,

pertaining to

indicated that children on recognition tasks behaved as

though they possessed a rule which could be called "pluralization by
addition."

Quite simple,

such a rule would dictate that the plural

form of a name is the singular form with something appended to it.

He

also found his children made fewer errors on recognition tasks w ith the
/^z/ allomorph than either the /-s/ or /-Gz/ allomorphs.

It was sug

gested this may have occurred because the /-z/ allomorph is more fre
quently used by adults,
other allomorphs,

is used in a wider range of contexts

than the

and it is thus, a mor e dependable plural marker.

Pluralization in grammar may be limited by motoric factors at
some ages.

D e v e l o p m e n t a l l y , some sounds are mastered at later ages

than others.

Among these are the sibilants

/s/ and /z/.

The motor

ability to produce the /s/ and /z/ phonemes is developed consistently
in words at five or five and one-half years of age;
upper deciduous incisors,

then with loss of

these phonemes sometimes deteriorate and are

corrected at about eight years of age w h e n anterior permanent dentition
has erupted

(Davis,

1937).

Recent research

(Lock,

1972) has observed that adult-rated

muscular ease of articulation for various phonemes

is correlated with

children's degree of mastery of these phonemes and further indicates
the need to consider motor factors in attempting to explain children's
acquisition of phonology.

In his study,

ease of articulation of stri

dent fricative sounds and children's mastering of these sounds were
mor e highly correlated than any other types of phonemes.
indicated

It was also

that children substitute adult-rated "easy" phonemes for
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m otorically more difficult sounds which may further relate motor devel
opment

to the acquisition of phonology.

Young children,

for example,

frequently m a r k plurals using sounds other than /s/ and /z/
Fraser,

Bellugi and Brown

(1963)

(Snow,

studied the imitation,

1963).

compre

hension and production of grammar of twelve three-year-old children
using words taken from their free speech.

Their study indicated the

children did better on imitation tasks than comprehension or production
tasks and better on the comprehension tasks than the production tasks.
Plurals w e r e a part of their study but,

only the Az/ allomorph was used.

In studying the literature dealing with the child's methods of
marking plurality, one cannot be completely sure it reveals what children
understand about plural rules at different age levels nor does the lit
erature make clear whether or not a general sequence of successive
pluralizing rules is characteristic of children learning English.
children all progress

Do

through a similar sequence of steps to arrive at

the adult standard or do they each individually, progress through their
own individual and different sequences?

Procedures

for M e a suring Competence for Plurals

Techniques for inferring receptive, productive and motor control
of grammatical rules from a picture identification task have been de
scribed by Fraser,

Bellugi and Brown

(1963).

ing receptive comprehension of grammar,

the child was shown a picture of

a boy drawing and another of two boys drawing.
said:

In a typical example test

Then the experimenter

"The boys are drawing," and the child was asked to point to the

correct picture.

To test for productive control of the grammar, pictures

we r e a gain used with a pair of sentences grammatically equivalent to
those used in the receptive tasks.

The examiner repeated the sentence
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appropriate to each picture without giving any clues as to which picture
the utterances described,

and then pointed to each picture and asked the

child to utter the sentence appropriate to that picture.
used to determine whether

the child was motorically able to produce the

sounds used in the inflected endings under investigation.
tion task, no pictures were used.
w e r e grammatically equivalent
ductive tasks;
time,

Imitation was

In the imita

The experimenter spoke sentences which

to the two used in the receptive and pro

the subject was then asked to imitate these, one at a

following the examiner's utterance.

Only the subject's rendition

of the key contrasting grammatical words was

scored in each of the

above t a s k s .
A similar technique was developed by Berko
of productive control of morphological rules.
investigated the child's ability
syllable names.

Among other things,

she

to produce the plural form of nonsense

Berko showed the child a picture of a cartoon animal

to w h i c h she assigned a nonsense name;

"This is a /wAg/."

the child that another animal had come along.
them."

(1958) for the study

She told

No w "there are two of

She showed the child a picture of the two animals and said,

"There are two ______," expecting the child to supply the plural form
/w/vgz/.

Berko gave her figures new nonsense names so that, should the

child answer correctly,

she could infer that he had used a generative

rule and had not me r e l y relied on his memory for a particular plural
name previously heard.
Anisfeld

(1967) mode l e d his study after Berko's, but tested

both receptive and productive pluralization rules.

In his study he

criticized Berko's repeated structuring of her test tasks, "There are
t w o ______ •"

With this type of structuring, he felt she provided the
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child with both

morphological and syntactic constraints which helped

child determine

his response.

Anisfeld simply used the phrase,

the

"Now tell

me what you see in the picture."
A pilot study by the present author indicated three-year-old
children needed

at least a carrier phrase like,

order to un derstand the productive

"Now we have

task asked of them.

asked, "Now tell me what you see in the picture,"
or said something like,
w e have /wAgs/."

If they

," in
were

they were often silent

"One /w^g/ and another /wAg/," instead of, "Now

Four to six-year-old children in the same study auto

matically added the number before the plural or singular response or
used "lots-of" if they didn't kno w the exact number.
cluded that the carrier phrase,

"Now we have

_____

The author con
," is sufficient to

elicit the singular or plural response from children over a reasonable
range of ages.

Further,

it does not provide differential clues calling

for either the singular or the plural response as does,
two ______

"Now there are

."

There are techniques for investigating productive,
motor control of plurals in children's language.
to examine,
(1)

across ages,

receptive and

This study was devised

the mastery of plurals in children by examining:

their ability to produce sibilants,

plurals are marked in the language and
logical rules for pluralization.

(2) their understanding that
(3)

their application of p hono

Knowing whether the child produces only

what he comprehends or comprehends only what he produces is important
since

this knowledge can lead to

a better explanation of the processes

through which the child acquires a language and can provide valuable
clues for more effective

teaching procedures.
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CHAPTER

I I

PROCEDURE

Introduction
This study examined 24 preschool children,
different age levels.
4-11;

six at each of four

The four age levels were from 3-1 to 3-11; 4-1 to

5-1 to 5-11; and 6-1 to 6-11.

tasks to investigate their skills

The children were administered three

to use correctly,

regular singular

and plural forms of nouns in Standard American English.

A production

task required that the children generate plurals from a singular non
sense stimulus word and generate singulars by correctly deleting the
regular plural markers w h e n a plural stimulus was given.

An imitation

task required only that the child repeat after the experimenter both
singular and plural forms of nonsense nouns.

A reception task investi

gated the child's selection of the correct singular form when the plural
form was given and his selection of correct plural markers when the
singular was given.

Materials
In order to test for the child's use of morphological rules of
singularity-plurality and under varying phonological conditions,

a

number of one and two-syllable nonsense words were made up to be used as
names for cartoon figures.

Twelve names were constructed from words

containing the 12 final phonemes;

/ s ,z

,t , p ,f,k,d,g,n,1/.

first four of these phonemes require /pz/ as a plural marker,

8
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The
the second

9

four require /s/ and the final four call for /z/.

These phonemes were

selected as terminal consonants in the nonsense words in order to insure
equal distribution of the three regular plural allomorphs and they were
also selected because they were among the most common terminal consonants
(Denes,

1963).

The twelve words coined, using the consonants

above, wer e used in the production,

listed

reception and motor ability tasks.

Pictures were drawn for each nonsense w o r d to depict cartoon-like animals.
There were 24 matched picture cards used in the study
card of each pair showing a single nonsense figure,
two or several f i g u r e s ) .

(12 pairs, one

one card depicting

The productive and motor ability tasks were

composed of six s i n g u l a r - s t i m u l u s , plural-response items and six pluralstimulus,
task,

singular-response items-

twelve items

There were 24 items in the receptive

presenting a singular stimulus to be pluralized,

twelve items presenting a plural stimulus
proper deletion of the plural marker.

to be singularlzed through

One-half of the items on each

task were singular response items and one-half were plural response
items.

Each task included equal distribution of /-s/,

plural markers.
tion task,

/-z/ and /-dz/

The imitation task was an inherent part of the produc

though it was separately scored.

The order of administration

of the receptive and productive tasks was counterbalanced.

(Appendix B).

(Appendix C - Score Sheet).

Motor Ability-Production Task Procedure
Twelve pairs of nonsense-word pictures were used.
singular-stimulus,

plural-response items and six were p l u r a l - s t i m u l u s ,

singular-response items;
tered to subjects

Six were

these two portions of the test wer e adminis

in a counterbalanced order.

There was equal
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distribution of /-s/,

/-z/ and /-Sz/ plural markers with four occur

rences of each case of plural-response items.
single figure and it was named for him.

The subject was shown a

(He asked to imitate the name

and his imitation was scored for the motor ability task.)

The subject

was shown another picture containing several of the same figures, and
the experimenter elicited a plural response from him.
the singular-stimulus, plural-response conditions

For example,

in

the experimenter

showed the subject a picture and said, "This is a /zctg/.

(Subject re

peated /zag/ and examiner scored response for the motor ability task.)
Several others

(or, another) have

(has) come along to join him.

picture with several figures was shown to the subject.)
______ ."

(The

Now, we have

This item required a plural response marker that was voiced;

/z/ — /zagz/,

iSl —

or similar.

In the plural-stimulus,

singular-response case,

the subject was

provided with the name for a plural picture and requested to produce the
name for the equivalent singular picture.

For example,

the subject was

shown a plural picture and told, "These animals are called /txgz/.

(The

subject repeated /trgz/ and this response was scored for his motor
ability task.)

Some

(or, one) of them have

(has) gone away.

with a single figure was shown to the subject.)

(A picture

Now, we have ______ ."

This item required a singular response /tig/ achieved by deleting the
plural allomorph,

/- z/.

Scoring for Production Task
Only the production of the key singular or plural word was
scored.

Two points were possible for each response.

In the singular-

stimulus plural response items, a two-point correct response score was
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one which:
tioning,

(1) used an addition rule and

(2) revealed phonological condi

Partial scores were given for responses which used either

addition rule or revealed phonological conditioning.

the

For example,

correct responses w e r e those in w hich the child added the adult regular
plural form /~s/,

/-z/ or /-9Z/ or any plural substitution inflected

marker in the following phonological manner:
ing a word ending with a voiceless phoneme,

a voiceless marker follow
a voiced marker following

a wor d ending with a voiced phoneme or a /»/ plus voiced marker follow
ing strident fricatives and a f f r i c a t i v e s .
ing a plural-stimulus,
to:

singular-response item the subject was required

(1) use a deletion rule and

For example,

To score two points follow

only the /~s/,

(2) to delete the correct phoneme(s).

/-»z/ or /-@z/ plural markers were to be d e 

leted from the plural w o r d to form the singular of that word.
Incorrect responses for both a singular-stimulus,
response item and a plural-stimulus,

plural-

singular-response item included

repetitions of the stimulus by the subject or the use of some non-adult
plural marker rule.
conditioned,
using

For example,

a marker that was not phonologically

deletion of some phone other than the plural marker,

or

anumber to indicate singularity or plurality.
In addition to the above scoring,

each child's answer sheet was

examined to see whet h e r rules may be inferred or deduced to account for
each child's pluralizing behavior.

This will be discussed later to see

if generalities in rules do exist.

Scoring for Motor Ability Tas k
As m entioned previously,
p roduction task.

this task was an inherent part

Twelve words were required to be imitated and
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of the
a point

12

was given for each nonsense wor d produced

correctly.

The subject was al

ways asked to imitate a singular stimulus or plural stimulus in order to
receive a score point on the m otor ability task.
ability task representative,

To make the motor

six singular stimulus nonsense words con

tained /s/ or /z/ in equal distribution in the pre-vocalic,
vocalic,

inter

or post-vocalic position and six plural stimulus nonsense words

contained the three plural markers in equal distribution.

Only the sub

ject's rendition of the key contrasting grammatical words were scored.
For example, "This is a /zag/, and these are /tigz/."

The experimenter

was only interested in the child's ability to produce the /-s/,
/~9z/ as markers

for plurality in an imitated response.

/-z/ and

Similarly,

the

examiner was also interested in whether the subject might produce final
sibilants in nonplural contexts,
markers.

For example,

but not "tIgz/."

but fail to produce them as plural

he might produce "/zag/" with a satisfactory /z/

This task enabled the experimenter to determine whether

the child could produce the phonemes comprising the plural markers but
not in a plural context,

or whet h e r the child could produce the plural

sounds in all positions of a w ord and also as a constituent of a plural
marker.

Reception Task Procedure
Twelve pairs of singular and plural pictures were used twice and
given in an order w h i c h was counterbalanced.
stimulus,

singular-response items.

Twelve were singular-

Two fuzzy little creatures were used

to aid the subject in the pointing task.

The creatures were positioned

b e t w e e n the subject and stimulus pictures in a manner which made it
equally as easy to touch one

creature

as another.
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The subjects were told to pretend that the creatures could talk,

that

they w ould both be naming pictures and one would say a word "good" and
one w o u l d say a word "bad."
that said the word the best.

The subject was to point to the creature
The examiner pointed to a creature w hen he

was to be talking so the subject knew which creature said what.
example,

in the singular-stimulus, plural-response task, a single picture

was first shown to the subject.
Another

For

(or others) has

The examiner said,

(have) come along."

"Here is a /tig/.

(The subject was shown a

plural picture and the examiner pointed to one creature,
says we have /tigz/."

and said,) "He

(The examiner pointed to the other creature and

said,) "He says we have /tigez/."

The words with both correct and in

correct inflected endings were repeated again as the examiner pointed to
the creature who uttered it.

The subject was then required to point to

the creature who pluralized the word best.
Six nonsense words were used in this aspect of the reception
task,

two nonsense words each requiring /-s/,

markers.

/~z/, and /~9z/ plural

Each w o r d was paired wit h two other possible plural markers.

For example:

Singular Stimulus

Plural Selection Response
Correct

Incorrect
tigaz

tASS

tAS0Z

s

ks

s ^k9z

s-fk
s ^ks

s f kz
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The correct plural marker was given to the child once as the first of the
two items from which the best was to be chosen, and once as second of the
two items from which the child had to select the best alternative.

The

order was counterbalanced.
In the plural-stimulus,
was shown to the child.
some) has

singular-response items a plural picture

The examiner said,

(have) gone away."

"These are /tigz/.

One

(or

A singular picture was shown to the child.

The examiner pointed to one creature and said, "He says we have a /tig/."
The examiner pointed to the other creature and said, "He says we have
/tigz/."

Each word was repeated again while the examiner pointed to the

creatures and the child pointed to the creature that said it "best."
An exactly similar procedure was used in testing the child's
ability to identify the correct singular form of a stimulus word ini
tially presented in the plural.

There are twelve items on this portion

of the test using six nonsense words.

Each word was given correctly in

..both first and second position to rule out an order effect.

Scoring for Reception Task
Correct responses on the reception task consisted of p o i nting to
the creature who said the singular or plural nonsense word using regular
adult English standards.

Subj ects
The pre-school subjects were selected from Missoula area nursery
schools and kindergartens and from monolingual English-speaking families.
Subjects were unselected as to sex since there is no evidence to indicate
this skill is differentially learned by the two sexes.
that

It was necessary

the subjects complete each of the three tasks so the samples selected
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in favor of the cooperative child.

A questionnaire was filled out by

each c h i l d ’s parent stating that their child was free from any severe
speech or hearing
(Appendix D ) .

problem to the best of the p a r e n t ’s knowledge.

It also appeared reasonable to screen the s u b j e c t ’s

hearing at 1000,

2000, and 4000Hz at 25db in order to rule out the

possibility of a high frequency hearing loss.

(Anderson,

1972)

C hil

dren had to pass the screening test at all frequencies in order to be
included in the study.

Testing Procedure
Each subject was individually tested in pre-schools in small
rooms w i t h only the child and the experimenter present.

All verbal

responses m a d e by the child wer e recorded by a Wollensak T-1500 tape
recorder, which recorded the entire session.

The experimenter tran

scribed responses phonetically during the testing session and the tape
was used later to check for consistency and accuracy in transcribing re
sponses during the productive

task.

The tape recording of each session

was also used to check the examiner's consistency in presenting the re
ceptive task.
Before performing any of the three tasks,

the subject was shown

a colored picture book and encouraged to talk about the pictures.
Seuss

A Dr.

(1963) book. Hop on P o p , was used since the book contained no n 

sense pictures and it was felt it w o u l d be a good introduction to the
test tasks.

This also helped the child to overcome any reluctance to

talk and provided a small sample of the c h i l d ’s spontaneous speech.
explain the test tasks

(motor ability-production and reception)

To

and to

change from singular stimulus items to plural stimulus items or plural
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to singular stimulus items,
items.

Therefore,

the subject was always given three practice

the practice items were presented four times during

the entire testing procedure with each child.
The order in w hich the test tasks were given to any subject was
selected from a predetermined set of test orders designed to exactly
counter-balance order and sequence effects.

Similarly the ordering of

test items within a given task was selected from a predetermined set of
random

orders.

Testing with each child continued as long as the child

proved cooperative and attentive.
between tasks.

If necessary a small break was taken

If the subject did not understand the task after the

practice items were given twice, he was excluded from the study.
test tasks,
incorrectly.

On the

the subjects wer e not given a second chance if they responded
They were reinforced with "good" and "You're doing a good

job" following their responses

(whenever it was deemed necessary).

One

child was excluded from the study because he could not perform any of
the t a s k s .

Analysis of Findings
The study examined, across ages,

the mastery of pluralizing

rules in children by investigating their abiltiy to produce a final
sibilant,

their understanding

that plurals are marked in the language

and their application of phonological rules for pluralization findings
were analyzed for indications as to whether the children produced only
what they comprehended or comprehended only what they produced.
significance of possible differences in type of task,
ceptive or motor ability)
vs

and direction of change

The

(productive, re

(singular to plural)

(plural to singular) was examined by an analysis of variance tech

nique.

The scores on each Task

(production,

reception and motor ability)
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w e r e correlated using Pearson product-moment

(r's)

to reveal

the degree

of relatedness of the. tasks.

Statement of Problems
For each subject and each age group,
three tasks
to task?
same.

(production,

is the difficulty of the

reception and motor ability) similar from task

It appeared to the author that the difficulty would not be the

The literature indicates that, with age,

exposure, etc.,

chil

dren's grammar matures until it is closer and closer to the adult norm.
It was felt

that in examining across ages w h e n the pluralizing skills

are developing,
children.

some tasks would be found easier than others for some

But, it was expected that after the final analysis of all

the children,

there would be a trend from younger to older children and

that the older children w ould find the difficulty of the three tasks to
be similar.
This study also examined,

across ages,

the selection of produc

tion of plural response when a singular stimulus was given to see if it
was as difficult as selecting or producing a singular response when a
plural stimulus was given.
tion of the tasks,
posure etc.

The author felt that in changing the direc

the children's responses would mature with age, ex

This is to say,

it was

felt there would be similar scores

for older children w h e n going from singular to plural or from plural to
singular;

but,

that the younger children would have less difficulty

selecting and producing plurals w h e n a singular stimulus is given than
p roducing or selecting a singular whe n a plural stimulus is given.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS AN D DISCUSSION

Twenty-four preschool children pluralized nonsense names for
cartoon animals or indicated the correct choice of plural names.

Their

responses were analyzed to determine their relative skills at making the
sounds required by plural markers,

their relative receptive mastery of

pluralizing rules and their relative productive control of pluralizing
rules.

Reliability
During the individual administration of the experimental tests,
the examiner tape-recorded each child's responses and also transcribed
them phonetically.

These two records of the same responses

(the tape

recording and the phonemic transcription) were used to determine the ex
perimenter's reliability as a

transcriber.

A fellow graduate student

independently listened to and transcribed the taped responses of eight
(out of the total of 24) subjects.

Percentage of responses scored iden

tically were calculated for the three comparisons:

(1) the experimen

ter's vs the independent judge's transcription of the 96 responses on
the motor ability task,

94 percent,

(2) the experimenter's vs the inde

pendent judge's transcription of the 96 responses on the productive task,
96 percent and

(3)

the independent judge's

phonemic transcription of the

experimenter's taped presentation of the receptive items vs the written
list of receptive items,

the intended items,

99.99 percent.

18
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These percentage figures were calculated using the formula,

total

same transcriptions of experimenter and judge divided by the total pos
sible responses on each task.

The obtained percentages wer e felt to

indicate highly reliable presenting of test items and scoring of test re
sponses.

It should be noted that the presentation of test items fre

quently required a smooth transition from a word-terminal voiced conso
nant "plural ending" and vice versa, a feat that is difficult for native
speakers of English.

The 99.99 percent agreement figure would indicate

that the experimenter was very successful in making the state of voiceing of the "plural endings" apparent,

as heard by the independent judge.

SIMILARITIES OF THE THREE TASKS:
PRODUCTION, MOTOR ABILITY
AND RECEPTION
The relationships
examined.

In addition,

/-az/) and direction

between total scores on the three tasks were

relationships between markers

(/- s/, /-z/ and

(singular to plural and plural to singular) were

examined between each pair of tasks.

These relationships were expressed

w ith Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients.

Re s u l t s
Table I presents
study.

the correlation coefficients obtained in this

As may be seen, practically no relationship exists between the

variables tested.

Three items revealed coefficients statistically sig

nificantly different from zero,

though none of these revealed more than

27 percent of variance in common for any two sets of measures.
of the correlations occurred in the direction singular to plural
w h e n the children were given singular items to p l u r a l l z e ) .

(i.e.,

The first

indicates a low but positive relationship between the motor and
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TABLE I
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN SCORES
ON THE THREE EXPERIMENTAL TASKS,
AND BETWEEN PARTS OF
THESE TASKS

Singular to Plural

Plural tc• Singular

M otor and Production

M otor and Production

/s/— r
/z/— r
/@z/-r
Total-r

=
=
=
=

.190
.479*
.113
.118

Motor and Reception
/s/— r
/z/— r
lezf-r
Total-r

=
=
=
=

.147
. 244
. 104
.239

Reception and Production
/s/— r
/z/— r
/Sz/-r
Total-r

= .523'
= .417*
=--082
= .089

Total T a s k Scores

/s/— r
/z/— r
/oz/-r
Total-r

.190
.100
.069
.124

.216
/ s/— r =
/z/— r
.135
/sz/-r = - .054
.113
Total-r
Reception and Production
/s/— r = - .092
/z/— r =
.046
. 121
/az/-r
Total-r
. 129

(Without regard to direction)

r = .132
Production and Reception
r = .221
Motor and Reception
4 = .337

* ".05 ' -404
".01

—
-

Motor and Reception

Production and Motor

■

=
=
=
=

-
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productive tasks on the /-z/ marker.

Evidently ability to articulate the

/— z/ ma r k e r is slightly associated with c h i l d r e n s ’ ability to produce it
as a plural marker.
neme,

Or if the children could not produce the /z/ pho

they were not as likely to use it as a marker.

The other two sig

nificant correlations occurred between the reception and production tasks
concerning use of both the /~s/ and /-z/ markers.

These findings indi

cate that if the children produced these markers in the production task
there was a slightly increased probability they would correctly recognize
these markers on the receptive task items.

On the other hand if they did

not produce the /-s/ and /-z/ markers correctly,

they might not be able

to recognize these phonemes as correct markers receptively.
and use of the /-Sz/ marker, on the other hand,

Recognition

did not seem to be rela

ted skills.

D iscussion
It appears from the data collected that there were at best,

only

slight relationships between responses on the motor ability, productive,
and receptive tasks presented to the three to seven-year-old children in
this study.

It seems these w e r e independent

tasks and the ability to per

form or not perform on one task had little or no relationship to per
formance on another,

seemingly related,

task.

The major impact of this

data was this clear revelation of lack of any practicially significant
relationships between what intuitively seemed to be similar productive,
receptive and motor tasks.

This finding may be especially worthy of

follow-up research in vie w of the fairly firmly ingrained belief among
speech pathologists and audiologists

(if not linguists)

language skills bear important relationships

that receptive

to expressive language
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skills

(Dale,

vi e w of

1972; Kahane,

Kahane and Saporta,

1958).

the independence of the three experimental

Therefore,

in

tasks it was decided

that relative effects of each of the three tasks on the children should
be further

examined and that scores on each

task should then be ana

lyzed independently to see if any trends exist in effects of age,

direc

tion and markers.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DIRECTION,
TASK A N D AGE

The data for each task consisted of the number correct on that
task.

Motor ability scores were doubled in order that the total possible

score on that task w o u l d be exactly the same as for the other two tasks.
The data was then evaluated by means of a Linguist Type VI Analysis of
Variance.
factors:

The analysis of variance made possible the evaluation of three
(1) two directions— plural response w h e n a singular stimulus

was given or a singular response whe n a plural stimulus was given,
three tasks— production, m otor ability and reception and
groups— three,

four,

(2)

(3) four age

five and six-year-olds.

Results
A summary of the analysis is presented in Table II.
presents the mean scores for the same data.

Table III

As Table II indicates,

age

was the only experimental factor to be statistically significant in the
data collected, w hile direction and task had no significant effect on
test scores.

There was an interaction between direction and task, sig

nificant at the 5 percent level of confidence.

Table III reveals that

the slight direction-task interaction occurs in the relationships b e 
tween the motor ability score and the other two scores.

All three scores

are approximately equal w h e n the singular to plural direction is tested
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SCORES ON
THREE TASKS RELATED TO THE PLURALIZING
OF REGULAR NOUNS

Source

df

Between Ss

23

339.294

17.361

(C) Ages

3

188.806

62.602

20

211.488

10-574

120

952.012

7.933

(A) Direction

1

9.000

9.000

1.390

(B) Task

2

11.555

5.778

.486

AB

2

28.503

14.252

2.484'

AC

3

21.500

7.167

1.107

BC

6

16.775

2. 796

.235

ABC

6

28.171

4.695

.812

Error w

100

836.508

8.365

error

20

129.501

6.475

error^

40

475.682

11.892

error^

40

231.325

5.783

143

1352.306

error

(b)

Within Ss

Total

* P
'P

SS

MS

.01
.05
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5.920*
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TABLE III
MEAN SCORES ON THREE PLURALIZING TASKS
FOR EACH OF FOUR A G E GROUPS

Singular to Plural

Ages

Production

M otor Ability

Reception

M ean

3-4

5.833

7

7

6.278

4-5

8

7.667

7.667

7.778

5-6

8.5

8.667

9

8.722

6-7

9. 333

9

9. 167

9.167

Mean

7.917

7.833

8. 208

7.986

Plural to Singular

Ages

Production

Motor Ability

Reception

Mean

3-4

7.5

9.333

6. 167

7.667

4— 5

6

9

6. 167

7.056

5-6

9. 167

10

10.333

9.833

10

10.167

10L056

8. 208

8.653

6-7

10

Mean

8. 167

9.583

Directions Combined

Ages

Production

Motor Ability

Reception

Mean

3-4

6.667

7.667

6.583

6.972

4-5

7

8.333

6.917

7.417

5-6

8.833

9.333

9.667

9.278

6— 7

9.667

9.5

9.667

9.611

Mean

8.042

8. 708

8.208

8.319

CD.Ol -

4. 177
CD.05

=3-1*
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but,

the mea n motor ability score is higher than the production and the

reception scores when the plural to singular direction is tested.
Apparently the children In this sample found it more difficult to imitate
a word-final strident consonant occurring as a plural marker
such a marker)

than to imitate successfully the same strident consonants

occurring prevocallcally or I n t e r v o c a l i c a l l y .
lated to the finding

(Templln,

1957)

Such a finding ma y be re

that word-initial

(prevocalic)

consonants generally are mastered earlier than word-final
consonants.

(or part of

(post-vocalic)

More evidence relative to this point is cited and discussed

in the section below concerning motor ability.

Discussion
It was predicted that with age, each task would become easier
and,

consequently,

the older children's test scores would be higher than

those of younger children.

Further,

scores of younger children would be

significantly more variable in performance than the older children.

The

data collected indicates test scores significantly increase with age, but
the younger children's scores were not significantly more variable than
those of the older children

(Table I V ) .

four-year-olds in this study:
and

To comment in reference to fhe

(1) they could have been an atypical group

(2) if similar in other respects,

they are significantly linguistic

ally more variable than children at all the other ages tested.

M aybe the

four-year-olds are generalizing more and are a more erratic group.
Brown, Fraser and Bellugi

(1963)

found a trend indicating motor

ability to be easier than reception and reception tasks to be easier than
production tasks w i t h three-year-old children.

The results of the

present study do not support any such trends and,

at best, only reveal
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VARIANCE AT EACH AGE LEVEL AND F RATIOS FOR
EVERY POSSIBLE COMPARISON IN PERFORMANCE

Age and Age Variance

3
53,904
Age
4

4
164.378

5
36.421

6
49.632

. 333

5

1.480

4.513*

6

1.065

3.312*

1.363

^ .05 '

*L o i slight relationships between production, m otor ability and reception
tasks.

Neither did the present study show a trend suggesting that

direction of pluralization is easier whe n moving from a singular to
plural than from plural to singular as was Indicated in Carrow's study
(1968).

However,

both of the above-mentioned studies used common

English nouns while the present study used nonsense nouns and this
might help account for the differences in results.
a language skill

Perhaps generalizing

to relatively meaningless verbal material deprives a

child of some of the effects of practice associated with "real" mean i n g 
ful words.

Perhaps children get somewhat more practice changing "real"

singulars to plurals because of the nature of their Interactions with
adult speakers or because of developmental restrictions on their congnitive abilities concerned with recognizing more than one of an object or
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event.
may,

Early, more frequent practice in making singulars into plurals

then,

favor this direction for m e aningful

(practlced-ori) material but

fail to show similar practice effects for unpracticed

(meaningless)

material.
It does not appear that the motor ability skills of the children
tested interfered with

their learning of pluralization rules.

The ana

lysis of variance failed to reveal a significant motor ability effect.
It w ould seem reasonable to hypothesize that ability to make the sounds
might restrain the learning of plural rules but that was not the case
with

these children.

Therefore,

it seems evident according to these

study results that therapy with a child who has both an articulation and
language problem could proceed in the direction of teaching the child the
rules of pluralization without regard to his mastery of the sounds re
quired in plural markers.

Articulation of the correct phonemes for

pluralization evidently has little effect on a c h i l d ’s learning of plu
ralization rules, at least in a sample of "normally developing" children.

PRODUCTION TASK:
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
DIRECTION, MARKER AND AGES

Scores w e r e taken from performance on the production
consisted of the number correct on each test of production.

task.

A Lindquist

Type VI analysis of Variance was again used to evaluate this data.
analysis of variance again included three factors:

They

The

(1) two directions—

a plural response w h e n a singular stimulus was given or a singular re
sponse w h e n a plural stimulus was given,
and /-ez/ and

(3) four age levels— three,

(2) three markers— /-s/,
four,

/'z/

five and six-year-olds.

A summary of this analysis is presented in Table V.

The mean scores of
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the same data are presented in Table VI.

Results
Analysis of scores on the production tasks indicated significant
differences across ages and across
level of confidence.

the three markers at the 1 percent

There was no significant difference

attributable to the effects of direction.
that one marker,
markers.

between scores

Inspection of Table VI reveals

/-s/, was significantly easier to produce than the other

Following a procedure modeled after one described by Linguist

(1953, pp.

-96) differences between means of individual treatment-combi-

nations w ere evaluated.
ferences,

The table of means and associated critical dif

for production shows the /-s/ marker to be produced correctly

m o r e often than either /-z/ or /-£»z/.
only between /-s/ or /-9z/.

In all,

Significant differences occurred
ten differences between simple means

were significant and these were generally scattered among comparisons b e 
tween ages

(reflecting the overall age effect) and among comparisons be

tween markers

(reflecting the significant overall marker effect).

Discussion
In examining m ean scores of the production task,

the children

scored higher with /-s/ plural markers but scored successively lower
scores wit h /-z/ and /-@z/ plural markers.

The greater difficulty of the

/-9z/ is probably due to the child's limited experience with nouns taking
this allomorph and to the plural-sounding endings of the singular nouns
which take this allomorph.
In addition to analyzing for possible effects of direction,
m a r k e r and ages on the production task scores,

each c h i l d ’s answer sheet

was examined and the nature of his errors was noted.

Errors were summed
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TABLE

V

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF V A R IANCE OF SCORES ON THE PRODUCTIVE TEST.
EFFECTS OF EVALUATING DIRECTION, MARKER AND AGES

Source

df

SS

MS

Between Ss

23

87.978

3.666

(C) Ages

3

24.973

8.324

21

59.338

2.967

120

185.328

1.571

(A) Direction

1

.251

.251

(B) Marker

2

40.222

20.111

AB

2

.501

.251

. 171

AC

3

7.416

2.472

1.337

BC

6

4.776

.796

1.050

ABC

6

6.173

1.029

.701

Error w

100

125.989

1.260

error

20

36.984

1.849

error^

40

30.330

.758

error^

40

58.675

1.467

143

273.306

error

(b)

Within Ss

Total
* p

F

10.981*

. 136
26.532*

. 01

by error-type and this data was inspected to see what it might reveal
about the pluralizing rules of the children involved.

A table of mean

errors and of error percentages on the production task is present in
Table VII.

A discussion of these errors on the production task follows

this.
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TABLE

VI

ME A N SCORES ON PRODUCTION TASKS:
ARROWS INDICATE
MEANS WHICH DIFFER SIGNIFICANTLY

Singular to Plural

Ages

/s/

/z/

2.332

2.332

1.167

1.944

4-5

3.833
T

2.667

1.500
T

2.667

5-6

3.000

3. 333

2. 167

2.833

6-7

3.833

2.833

2.667

3.111

Mean

3. 250
1

2. 792

1.875

2.639

3— 4

'

/®z/

Mean

__________ r

Plural to Singular

Ages

/s/

3-4

3.000

4-5

/ z/

Mean

/az/

2.667

1.833

2.500

2.667

— H I . 833

1.500

2.000

5-6

3.333

^3.333

2.500

3.056

6-7

3.667

-H 4.000
Î
2.958

M ean

3. 167

— >

2.333
f
2.042

..

^

3.333
2.722

Directions Combined

CD

01

/3z/

Mean

Ages

/s/

/z/

3-4

2.667

2.500

1.500

2.222

4-5

3.250
n

2. 250

1.500

2.333

5-6

3. 167

3.333

2.333

2.944

6— 7

3.750

3.417

2.500

3.222

Mean

3.208

2.879

1-958

2.681

1.775

^^.05 "

1.342
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TABLE

V II

MEANS AN D PERCENTAGES OF VARIOUS TYPES OF ERRORS ON THE PRODUCTION TASK

Sinf;ular to Plural Erro rs
Ages

3

4

5

6

Repeated Stimulus

8.3
10%

0

0

0

U sed Numbers Only

25
29%

16.67
27%

16.67
37%

8.3
25%

2.08
3%
16.67
30%

33.33
39%

16.67
27%

16.67
37%

8.3
25%

18.75
33%

33.3
39%

19.4
32%

19.44
44%

16.67
50%

22.22
40%

Total

O mission

Total
Improper Addition
Substituted /s/ for /z/

0

2.7
17%

6.94
12%

8.3
14%

8. 3
19%

2.7
17%

7.6
15%

44.37
73%

27.74
63%

22.07
75%

36.76
67%

8.3
9%

16.67
27%

Unusual Replacement

11.1
13%

Total

52. 7
61%

Substituted I Q f for /s/
or !
i for /z/

Plural to Singular Errors
Ages

3

4

5

6

8.3
18%

0

0

0

Deletion Error
Repeated Stimulus

5%

Used Numbers

22.22
47%

41.67
75%

16.67
55%

13.88
71%

23.61
62%

Total

30.55
65%

41.67
75%

16.67
55%

13. 88
71%

25.69
67%

8.33
15%

5.56
18%

5.56
29%

7.67
20%

5.56
12%

5.56
10%

8.3
27%

0

4.86
13%

16. 67
35%

13.89
25%

45%

Improper Delection
Incomplete Deletion
Unus u a l Replacement
Total

11.1
23%

13.86
29%
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Discussion of Production Errors
In many instances and only with the three-year-olds,
the produ c t i o n task in both directions

errors In

took the form of an unchanged

repetition of the stimulus nonsense animal name.

More frequently the

subjects at all age levels erred by repeating the name as given by the
examiner

(and excluding the necessary addition or deletion of the cor

rect plural marker),

but then adding,

plural numeral to the noun.

appropriately,

a singular or a

They would for example, produce such re

sponses as, "Three /p^G z/," or "One /klfs/,"

This suggested that some

children and especially the younger children, use numerals as alternates
and/or additional markers to distinguish singular from plural nouns.
Numerals were used by

19 of the 24 children whether they knew the proper

singular or plural marker or not.

Thus, w h e n the procedure for drawing

the singular from a plural noun was not known, or w h e n the procedure for
deriving a plural from a singular noun was not known,

the numeral con

tained the correct information referring to number and the noun marker
was erroneous.

In fact,

the children seemed to use the numerals automat

ically even at the older ages.

This appears to be another form of re

dundancy in our English language, or at least in the language of those
children who were tested.
It appears that by age three, most children are using addition
and deletion rules to designate s i n g u l a r i t y - p l u r a l i t y .

By age three,

they are at least adding something to denote more than one and are re
moving something to denote only one,

though the added or deleted phones

may not be correct ones.
The greatest number of incorrect additions and deletions were
those in which the children substituted /s/ for /z/.

For example,
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w ould say "/txgs/" for "/trgz/" or "/taj as/" for "Itcx^azf."
decreased with age and indicates

This error

that phonological conditioning develops

w ith age.
The /<9/ for /s/ and
final scoring,

for /z/ substitutions were noted in the

if the proper phonological conditioning

or devoicing) was used.

(proper voicing

Consonant substitutions were not counted as

errors regardless of change in manner or place features of the added
sounds.

In the children tested most of these substitutions occurred at

the four to five year levels with very few at the other age levels.

In

ability to produce /s/ or / z/ markers did not seem to interfere with the
phonological conditioning of plurals.
Replacement errors also decreased w ith age and included replace
ment responses like:

"/p^gs/

for /pa&zez/,

/h4s@z/ for /hAsats/,

/ta_^st/ for /ta^/,

/tasks/ for /ta^sz/,

/dx\a^-sd/ for /dAc^/, and

/tlgsm/ for /tig/."
Still another error w h i c h was more common wit h the younger chil
dren occurred in the production of a singular
stimulus.

response from a plural

This error occurred only with words having the /-3z/ marker.

The children deleted the /z/ but not the /9/, yielding such responses as,
"/ta^a/,

for /ta//, or /d/\ti^a/ for /dAc^/."

It is easy to see h o w this

could happen especially with the younger children and w hen using nonsense
words.

M any English nouns and proper names end with vowels and,

unfamiliar with the nonsense word,
/-©z/ morpheme,

children

sometimes deleted only the /z/ of the

thus " c reating” a root m orph having a terminal vowel.

None of the children,

however,

did this to the training word "horse" for

example.

None of the children deleted just the /z/ phoneme from the word

/horsez/,

probably because of the early learning of both the singular
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and plural forms of that word.

Such errors no doubt occurred on the non

sense word task because at least two different root words were possible,
one ending in a consonant and an alternative one ending vocalically, and
the child had no previous rote learning to fall back on.

M O T O R ABILITY TASKS;
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
DIRECTION, SOUNDS AND AGES

Correct scores were taken from the motor ability aspect of the
tasks.

Another Lindquist Type VI Analysis of Variance was used to eval

uate this data.

The analysis of variance included three factors:

(1)

two directions— a plural imitation response when a plural stimulus was
given or a singular imitation response w hen a singular stimulus was
given,

(2) three combinations— /-s/,

levels— three,

four,

/— z/ and /— 0z/, and

five and six-year-olds.

is presented in Table VIII.

(3) four age

A summary of this analysis

The mean scores of the same data are pr e 

sented in Table IX.

Results
The motor ability analysis indicated a significant difference in
d irection and sound at the 1 percent level of confidence.
slight difference in scores across ages,
level of confidence.
significant at the
that

There was a

significant at the

10 percent

An interaction between direction and sound was

1 percent

level of confidence.

Table VIII reveals

the direction-sound interaction occurs wit h the /z/ sound w hen used

as a plural marker.

The / z/ phoneme seems

to be easier for these chil

dren to produce in imitation of the examiner w hen included in a word as
a prevocalic or intervocalic element rather than as a marker for plurali
zation occurring post v o c a l i c i a l l y .

This has been mentioned earlier in
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TABLE

V III

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SCORES ON THE MOTOR ABILITY TEST,
EFFECTS OF EVALUATING DIRECTION, SOUNDS AND AGES

Source

df

SS

Between Ss

23

126.02

(C) Ages

3

8.97

20

117.05

120

216.02

(A) Direction

1

(B) Sounds

MS

F

2.99

2.60'

12.25

12.25

9.88*

2

51.38

25.69

22.34*

AB

2

32. 19

16.10

18.94*

AC

3

3.42

1.14

.92

BC

6

9.26

1.54

1.34

ABC

6

3. 22

.54

.64

Error w

100

104.90

1.05

error

20

24.87

1.24

error2

40

45.98

1.15

error^

40

34.05

.85

143

342.64

error

(b)

Within Ss

Total

*p

.01
•P

.10
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TABLE

IX

ME A N SCORES ON M OTOR ABILITY TASKS:
ARROWS INDICATE MEANS
W H I C H DI F F E R SIGNIFICANTLY

Singular to Plural

Ages

/s/

3-4

3

4-5

3

5-6

4

6-7

3

Mean

3.67 <

/z/

/az/

Mean

2
3.33

2.55
2.89

^

1.35

3.33

3

2.92

2.61

Plural to Singular

Ages

/s/

/z/

/oz/

Mean

3-4

3.67

3.33

2.33

3.11

4— 5

3.33

3.67

3

3

5-6

4

3

3

3.33

6-7

3.67

3.67

2.67

3.34

Mea n

3.67

3. 17

2.75

3.2

/z/

! B7.J

Mean

D irections Combined

CD

.01

Ages

/si

3-4

3.67

<

1.83

2.17

2.56

4-5

3.33

<

1.83

3.17

2.78

5-6

4

<

2.33

3

3.11

6-7

3.67

2.83

3

3. 17

Mea n

3.67 4-

2.84

2.91

1.92

T

-4 2.21
CD

.05

= 1.45
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the section Relationships Among Task, Direction and Age.

It may be that

post vocalic consonants represent a motorically more difficult task than
prevocalic consonants.

Discussion
Mea n scores of the motor ability task reveal that children
scored higher with the / s / sound but,
in attempting to imitate /Sz/ and /z/.

scored successively lower scores
Statistical analysis revealed

that only the difference between scores with the /s/ and /z/ was signif
icant.
ing

This finding is similar to other findings

(Snow,

1963)

indicat

the /s/ phoneme is mastered before the /z/ phoneme.
At all ages there was a consistent trend for children to perform

better

w h e n asked to imitate a singular stimulus

imbedded in the word)

(with /s/ or /z/

rather than to imitate a plural stimulus

/s/ or / z/ used as a plural marker).

(with

It appears to be easier at all

ages to imitate a strident fricative within a word rather than to imitate
it as a plural marker,

as mentioned above.

Again there was a trend from older children to perform better
the

motor ability tasks than younger children.

This trend might

been significant had not so many of the older children

on

have

(six to seven

years of age) had teeth missing, w h i c h may have been associated with dis
tortion of their imitation of /s/ and /z/ sounds.

RECEPTION TASK:
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
DIRECTION, MARKER AND AGES

Scores were taken from the reception aspect of the tasks and they
consisted of the number correct on each task.

A Lindquist Type VI A n a 

lysis of Variance was used to evaluate the three factors of this data:
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CD

two direc t i o n s —

a plural pointing response when a singular stimulus

was givoT. or a singular pointing response w hen a plural stimulus was
given,

(2) three mark e r s — /-s/,

three,

four,

/-z/ and /-»z/ and

five and six-year—o l d s .

sented in Table X.

(3) four age levels—

A summary of this analysis is pre

The mean scores of the same data are presented in

Table XI.

Results
Table X indicates that age was the significant factor in the
reception data collected.
effect on test scores,

Direction and marker had no significant

there is a slight interaction of direction by

marker significant at the 10 percent

level of confidence.

Receptive

scores on words requiring the addition of /— z/ as a plural marker were
lower than similar scores for words requiring /-s/ or /*®z/; however,
the plural to singular direction,

in

children made equal scores on words

requiring deletion of /— z/ to those made on words requiring deletion of
/— s/ or /»®z/.

The /-z/ marker appears to be harder to add but easier

to delete as a receptive task.

Discussion
The choice of correct procedure for pluralizing and for singularizing improves significantly with age.

Also,

the improvement in plural

izing and singularizing skills does not seem to be specific to a particular
marker.
viously.

This information is different
Anisfeld and Tucker

(1967)

from what has been reported pre

found children to make signifi

cantly fewer errors with / - z/ than with either /-s/ or / - # z / .

Their

recoginition tasks were different from the tasks presented in this study
and this may partically explain

the differences in results.
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TABLE

X

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARI ANCE OF SCORES ON THE RECEPTIVE TEST,
EFFECTS OF EVALUATING DIRECTION, MARKER AND AGES

Source

df

SS

Between Ss

23

83. 31

(C) Ages

3

34. 25

20

49.06

120

138.66

error

(b)

Within Ss

MS

F

11.42

11.52*

(A) Direction

1

0

0

0

(B) Marker

2

1.26

.63

.22

AB

2

2.55

1.28

2.39'

AC

3

5.74

1.91

1.61

BC

6

6.77

1- 13

1.14

ABC

6

3. 12

.52

.97

Error w

100

119.23

1.19

errorj

20

58. 15

2.91

error^

40

39.63

.99

error^

40

21.45

.54

143

221.97

Total

'?

. 10

*P

.01
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TABLli XT
MEAN SCORES ON RECEPTIVE TASKS:
ARROWS INDICATE MEANS WHICH
DIFFER SIGNIFICANTLY

Singular to Plural

Ages

/s/

/z/

2. 17

2. 17

4-5

3

2.17

5-6

3. 5

2.83

6-7

2.83

2.5

Mean

2.88

2.42

3-4

>

Mean

/sz/

^

f-- 4

2.67

2.34

2.5

2.56

2.67

3

3.83

3.05

2.92

2.74

/sz/

Mean

Plural to Singular

Ages

/s/

/z/

3-4

1.83

2.22

il2. 17

2. 17

^T.87

->2.05

5-6

3.67

3. 17

=>3.5

^3.45

6-7

^ 3.17

-2^ 3. 5

-> 3.39

Mean

2.71

4- 5

H

^

3.5

2

2.79

^

2.05

2.71

2. 74

/az/

Mean

Directions Combined

/s/

Ages
3-4

2

2.25

— f 2.33

2. 19

4“ 5

2.58

2.17

4,2. 17

2.31

3.58

3

3.08

3.22

3

3

>3.67

3.22

2.79

2.61

2.81
= 1.27

2.71

5-6
6-7

CD

.01

/z/

Mean
67

— i

—

“ .05
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receptive

task required the children to choose

lar or plural picture.

the best name for a singu

In both studies children had only to select the

correct plural w hen the only incorrect alternative was the standard
singular form; or they had to choose the correct singular when the only
incorrect alternative was
word.

the standard plural version of each particular

The present study extended the choices to Include all three stan

dard plural allomorphs

in the singular-to-plural direction.

It asked the

children to pick the "best" plural name out of two plural names
or /t%g#z/) and,

(/tXgz/

thus, seemed a more demanding task.

During the testing session,

each child had to understand and

correctly answer each of the demonstration items before proceeding to
the test items.

The demonstration items wer e common nouns familiar to

the children tested.

It was found that none of the children tested had

any difficulties recognizing proper plural markers or deletions of markers
w h e n common English nouns were used.
given to them for the test items,
younger children,
response.

However, when nonsense names were

they at times, and especially the

seemed to lose all sense of what should be the proper

Generalizing from the words they knew to the pluralization or

singularization of new words, was a step of significant difficulty.
might indicate that,

especially receptively,

This

pluralization of nouns is

m em o r i z e d and only at a later age can they apply pluralization rules to
new words.

Future research should look again at the younger children

using both "real" and nonsense words and this might give further infor
mation as to how memorization enters into the development of receptive
skills.
On the reception tasks it was anticipated that the children might
repeat out loud the stimulus as if to renew the stimulus or to give them
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m or e information to match against stored information.

Approximately one

third of the children tested repeated the stimulus in this way.

The in

stances of correct choices after stimulus repetition was no higher than
the number of correct choices occurring In the absence of stimulus re
petitions.

Also those children who did review the stimulus did not

appear to score higher than children who did not.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY A N D CONCLUSIONS

Imitative,

productive,

and receptive control of pluralization

rules were investigated by asking 24 pre-school children,
years of age to seven years of age,
animals.

from three

to give nonsense names to cartoon

In the imitation task the children were required to repeat

after the experimenter both singular and plural forms of nonsense nouns.
The production task required that the children generate singulars by
correctly deleting the regular plural markers when a plural stimulus was
given.

The reception task investigated the children's selection of the

correct singular form when the plural form was given and their selection
of correct plural markers when the singular was given.
lected indicates
ability,

The data col

that the relationship between the three tasks

production and reception)

is very slight, at best.

(motor

It appears

that the three tasks are all relatively independent of one another at the
ages tested and ability to perform on one task gives

little if any indi

cation of how a child will do on the remaining tasks.
Of the children tested, findings indicate that, with age, all
three tasks become easier and control of pluralization rules
closer to approaching the adult standard.

comes

Also on the production task,

children mad e more errors with nonsense words requiring the addition or
deletion of the /az/ allomorph
or 1-7.1.

than with syllables requiring either /- s/

The greater difficulty with the h ^ z !

its infrequency in the child's language,

marker was attributed to

and to the plural-sounding

43
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endings of singular nouns which

take this allomorph.

The study indicated that by age three,
the general rules that pluralization involves

children have abstracted
lengthening the singular

form and deleting something from the plural form.
they are pluralizing according to adult standards.

This does not mean
Many children were

not ma k i n g the proper addition of markers or the right deletion of
markers.

Most of the children,

used numbers

and especially the younger children,

in addition to (or without)

singularity or plurality.

the regular marker to indicate

A high percentage of errors on the production

task involved the substitution of /s/ for /z/ when children added a
plural marker.

This occurred mor e frequently with the younger children

who evidently have not learned the rule that markers are phonologically
conditioned.

Some children replaced endings of singular words and

marker in very irregular manners w hich did not follow any adult-like
pluralization behavior.

For example they said, " / t ^ # t / "

"/hAs#z/"

In a few instances of singular forming the

for /hAs#ts/.

for /t ^ J / , or

marker was deleted, but not completely, w hen the children said "/t«J«/"
rather than /taj/,

for example,

as a singular of /te.j»z/.

Motor ability task items were easier when the strident fricative
was imbedded in a word rather than used as a plural marker.

The /s/

sound was consistently imitated correctly more often than /z/ or /g>z/ by
all ages of the children tested.
Receptive task scores indicated that this skill develops with age,
but no separate trends in development of markers or direction were indi
cated.

All of the children performed well when the common English demon

stration items wer e used but,
well on the nonsense words.

especially the younger children, did not do
It was felt

that this receptive skill may
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involve memorization of proper endings for particular words at the
y oun g e r ages and,

therefore,

these children can not or are not, able to

generalize deletion or addition rules to new and different words.

It

may have been that the children's auditory memory span wasn't long
enough for the receptive task expected of them when the task material
turned to non-meaningful names.
investiaged further.

Needless

to say this area should be

This could easily be studied by using the same

techniques used in this study but,

using an even number of real English

words along with nonsense words and comparing the results obtained on
mean i n g f u l to that of nonsense material.
Errors on all tasks decreased with age and, with age,
became easier for the children tested.

each task

It does not appear that the

motor ability or imitative ability of the children tested interferred
with their productive or receptive abilities of pluralization.
It would be interesting to test the same age group of children
again and extend the age limit to age eight or nine.

It seems very

probable that with still older children in a test group,

the eight to

nine-year-old children would peak-out and score perfect scores on both
the real and nonsense words on all tasks.

Such results should supply a

better over-all normative picture of children's learning of pluralization
rules.

Some of the six— year-olds in this study attained almost perfect

scores but,

some didn't and it would be interesting to find out the age

level at which all children are using and understanding adult standard
pluralization rules in unmemorized situations.
Examining the pluralization rules of children less than three
years of age imposes more difficulties and changes in test procedure,
especially when attempting to explore their receptive skills.
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extension of the study
might,

for example.

to younger ages should be done.

Investigate receptive skills using a play situation

and asking the children to give the examimer one,
ject.

Such studies

or more than one, ob

One should determine whet h e r children at these ages need the re

dundancies

like,

" two pigs,

some more pigs, one pig" etc.

present study deliberately omitted
ralizing language,

Since this

the common redundancies in our plu-

the examiner found it was impossible for children

younger than three years of age to perform the tasks and attend to the
tasks required for testing.
play situation,

It is felt that, by using a less controlled

questions concerning what constitutes sufficient marking

of plurality for younger children could be answered and would be helpful.
This study has shown that, by the age of three,

the children

tested possessed a general rule concerning marking the plural by adding
onto the singular form of the word even before they have fully mastered
the specific plural suffixes of English.

Cross-cultural comparisons are

needed to determine whether this addition rule is due to the influences
of English or reflects a tendency for isomorphic coding,

that is, to in

crease the linguistic code w h e n the referent is increased.
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Phonetic
Symbol

English

Phonetic
Symbol
English

Key Words
Phonetics

Key Words
Phonetics

CONSONANTS
b

beg,

beg t/tb

P

p a p e r , damper

pepcT dae-mpsT

d

do, and

du

xnd

r

run,

far

r/tn far

f

fan, scarf

f ae n skarf

s

sçnd, us

send AX

g

grow, bag

gro hse, g

t

toe, ant

to xnt

s

shed,

jed aef

he m tnhel

V

cheap, each

tfip itj

kxk A.gkl

0

thin,

0±n t u 0

tub

judge,

±n<^:>±

enjoy

h

hem,

inhale

k

kick,

1

let,

1

apple,

m

men,

m

autumn, wis d o m

n

nose,

n

sudden,

9

wrong,

uncle

turle

;e.pl t ^ t l
m e n arm

arm

gain

Otm wrzdm
noz gen

curtain S A d n k j t n
anger

r o Q J€jg^

tooth

then, breathe

jCgn bri/'

V

vow, have

vau h Ô&V

w

wet twin

wet twin

hw

when, white

hwen hwatt

you, yet

ju jet

pleasure, vision

ple/a' v±jc>n

zoo, ooze

zu UZ

ljt>g tts

let p 3tl

pal

ash

j

.

J
z
VOWELS

a*

ask,

rather

a

father,

e

make,

ae

sat, act

i

fatigue,

$

red,

r

odd

eight

ask r a <^^

P*

log,

fa<5^ ad

3'

earn,

m e k et

3*^

earn fur

s iC t

jekt

toss
fur

fy-

never, percale

navS" j n^el

fatig ist

u

truth, blue

tru# blu <

red end

u

put, nook

put nuk

it, since

Tt sins

A

under,

AndSl Ia v

o

hope,

hop old

a

about, second

o

sauce,

east

end

old
off

SOS

love

abaut sekand

of

DIPHTHONGS
ai

sigh, aisle

s a r airl

au

now,

naiT aui

owl

oi

coy, oil
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OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTAL TASKS
I-

P roduction Task
Stimulus
Plural
2-/-s/
2-1-7.1
2-/-az/
6 subtotal
Singular
2 voiceless nonstrldent
2 voiced nonstrldent
2 strident
6 subtotal

II.

Response
Singular
2 delete-/-s/
2 delete-/-z/
2 delete-/-az/
6 subtotal
Plural
2 add /-s/
2 add /-z/
2 add /-az/
6 subtotal

Motor Ability Task
Stimulus

Singular
2-/-s/ & /-z/ prevocalic
2-/-s/ & /-z/ intervocalic
2-/-s/ & /-z/ postvocalic
6 subtotal

Singular
2-/-s/ & 1 - 2.1 prevocalic
2-/-s/ & /-z/ intervocalic
2-/-s/ & /-z/ postvocalic
6 subtotal
Plural

Plural
2-/-s/

III.

Response

2-/-Z/
2— /— sz/

2-/-S/
2-1-2.1
2-/-sz/

6 subtotal

6 subtotal

Reception Task
Response

Stimulus
Singular
4-voiceless nonstrldent
4-voiced nonstrldent
4-s trident
12 subtotal
Plural
4-/-s/
4-/-z/
4— /— 9 z /

36 Total Stimulus

Plural
4-choices of /-s/ & /-z/
4-choices of /-s/ & /-az/
4-choices of /-z/ & /-sz/
12 subtotal
Singlular
4-choices of /-s/ & deleted /-s/
4-choices of /-z/ & deleted /-z/
4-choices of /-az/ & deleted /-z/

36 Total Réponse
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CD

■D
O
Q.
C

g

Q.

SCORE SHEET
Name

■D
CD

Sex
C/)

W
o'
3
O

Birthdate
Test Order
MOTOR ABILITY-PRODUCTION

8
3
ci'

Word

3

3"

CD
CD

■D
O
Q.
C
a

Imitation

Score

Production

Score
A P

Word

Imitation

^Demonstration
Items

*Demonstrati on
Items

pig
duck
horse
*Test Tasks

pig
duck
horse
*Test Tasks
tfl.j'-3Z

z

Score

Production

o
3

■D
O
CD

S^k

kifs

waizsl

bap-s

z a g

du<^ -az

tAg

tig-z

hASst

bjn-z

Q.

■D
CD

C/)
C/)

1

Sub
Total

Sub
Total
Imitation (A)

(B)

Total (A) & (B)

Production (A)

(B)

Total (A) & (B)

Comments :

Score
u K

,

CD

■D
O

Q.

Word

Pointing
Responses

Score

Imit.

*Demonstrati on
Items
pig-r

*Demonstrati<Dn
Items
pig
duck
horse
*Test Tasks

-z
-£>Z
-9Z

-S
-S
-s

w æ zs>î

~ÔZ

-z

taj"

-Z

bap

Word

Pointing
Responses

D
-s
D

-z
D
-az

k i f-s

-s

D

-az

tAs-az

D

-az

-az

-S

k i f-s

D

-s

-s

-z

duc^ -az

-az

D

brn

-z

-S

t/is- z

-az

D

p^z

-az

-z

tig-z

-z

D

to-5

-az

-S

du<^ -9Z

D

-az

s Sk

-s

-z

z&g-z

D

-z

bop

-2

-S

tig-z

D

-z

p *ez

-S

-BZ

hAsat-s

-s

D

s^k

-S

-0Z

z%g-z

-z

D

brn

-Z

-az

hrtsat-s

D

-s

duck-5
horse-ejs
*Test Tasks

Score

Irait.

f
fetal
Reception (C)

(D)

Total (C) & (D)

Key: D=delete, Sing.-singular, Pl=plural, R=right phoneme
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Dear Parents,
I am conducting a study to examine the way normal children turn
singulars into plurals.

I would like to include your child in the study

if you can answer rm to the following questions:
To the best of my knowledge, my child has never had a severe:
(1) speech defect

yes ___

no____

(2) hearing prob l e m

yes ___

no____

I will see your child at the Playmate Nursery.
I am looking

forward

to you,please complete

the

to seeing

your child and if this is

form below and return

agreeable

it to the nursery

school with your child.
Sincerely,

Sandy Meech
G raduate Student in Speech
Pathology & Audiology
Unive r s i t y of Mont a n a

My child
(name)

(birthdate)

has my permission to participate in this study.

(parent's signature)
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